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Yalobusha Review

Jake Adam York

Not In Our Stars
Poplarville, Mississippi, January 1960

Most people I know think that there wasn’t
no rape. There wasn’t no lynching.
— A citizen of Poplarville, Mississippi,
quoted on the day a grand jury released all
suspects in the Mack Charles Parker
abduction case
The road ends in river. A clearing.
A landing. The map’s made true.
But even expectation finds no guide. Only alibis
of cypresses, the same exhausting tongues.
Elsewhere men are called to hear
what can’t be argued, asked if silence might unfold.
Elsewhere newsprint pictures of the dead man’s shoes
curl in floorboards like forgotten skin.
Elsewhere is everything you already know.
But here, beyond the day’s penumbras
denims stand so still you might write
that cotton rose in place, wove the factor,
and wicked its indigo from the sunset sky.
Easy to miss the one unmoving thing in the breeze.
Come in under the shadow and I will tell you
the whole thing’s a story, hung crepe on election trains.
There wasn’t no rape, no lynching.
Sure as you see I marked a
that night,
New York plates, seats full of Negroes waiting
to take him back, a decoy for the river
to keep the talk alive. There wasn’t no missing.
Now it’s darker, colder. You’ll wonder
how long you’ve been. But there wasn’t no sun,
the sun was just a story, glare of paper
you’ve written into night, and the stars
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just what shows through the counters of your hand.
No dipper. No hunter. Just the forests
and the sawmills where tomorrow’s cut
and a man on a plow who sees it all.
No map. And no clearing but the river,
its perfect ink, and the cotton
that stands reading the heaven of its dreams.
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The Hands of Persons Unknown
Pearl River County, Mississippi, 1959-1960

Arrested for rape in February 1959, Mack
Charles Parker was abducted from jail and
murdered on April 24, then recovered from
the Pearl River May 4. Grand juries, in
Nov mber and January,
wrote no
indictment, and the case was closed.

Ice buds on the oaks and hickories.
The rain, the ice keeps coming.
The limbs lean down. Light may stir
in the bulbs of ice then break, spread
and split in the smothering dark,
then
again, just headlamps passing,
ice cocooning every limb. Far ahead,
the husband stumbles toward town,
farther from the husking truck, no matter
what prays he will emerge.
At last what comes is a face, a gun,
a shatter. The trees lean down
their heavy fingers. Cold
skin.
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Rain hangs on the windows. Faint light
making eyes of the drops. Sleep is the scarf
pulled over your mouth, hair
curling on your neck, a dark path
through glistening woods. The eyes
gather light. A face arrives in the glass
to take you back, a hand at your back
that leads to a darkened room, a window
full of eyes, the sentences all the same.
Imagine them on the window’s screen,
their ten eyes staring, the markings
they want you to name. The one that breaks
the silk and ice, the window. The night
exploding all around you again.

gun, a net, a rope, a name
are offered. Again when you refuse.
An opening, an offering at every window.
At night you can lie awake, waiting
for moths to spread on the empty screen,
knowing they are moving in far counties of the dark,
how silk bruises then splits,
the plague of wings unholstered in quiet,
a silence you’ve refused to hear.
You
tell yourself it’s just a dream
of ice, someone falling in the river,
not the sound of glass breaking miles away.
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What’s locked, what’s wound will open.
A fist of keys can turn in a drawer,
fall out, fall open. What’s braced
will loose and climb the stairs like a flood,
uncountable and sure. What keeps
will catch you, will say
They’ve come for
as if counties’
worth of water could claim its bed,
claim its crest in you. You leave
your mark, your water, but subside is slow,
a melt to the bridge, the bank, the stream,
high marks for a Bible and a brush
in the morning to wear it back again.

This is how they opened
a key, a stick, a chair,
a bullet to reach inside you,
a finger to curl from your heart
the ridicule that was theirs,
and one to ask the water
to do the rest. Now the river’s taken you,
a gauze in every wound, a coil
in every coil and crease of skin, a pall
to draw you in the catfish dark,
pull your skin. This
is how they open you,
with sweat and rinse and breath,
a dozen counties’ tributes
washing all around you.
And this is how they bury you,
their own ablutions slowly
cleaning out your wounds.
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Now tell us how God put the heavens
from the earth, water from the earth,
how God drew the bounds we cannot undo.
Strain your voice above the crickets
and tell us how rain gathers
from towns of euphemism and prayer
for whoever did this, how rain gathers
from the eaves in Carthage and Philadelphia
and Jackson where the epithets hang.
Tell us how the river rises,
how one prayer becomes another
once it leaves the mouth.
Tell us how Mississippi
makes
undertaker of the water,
a perfect gauze for every wound.
Syllables worm in every hollow
of molest and decay and then withdraw.
How they callous the willow and the tung.

Break the finger open. Coil, whorl.
The mottle, the name that lies within.
Mack Charles Parker, missing.
Or the accident, Charithonia,
long wings pursing as the trees tell everything
to keep their quiet. The newsprint, the river,
the wind. The moon will not
indict the rope or the weight in the river’s silt,
will not fall differently on the roofs
of confessors or confederates, will not
light the stumps of hanging trees
or the wrecks of cypresses where ivory-bills
fold one last time. It will stay, a finger
on the lips, then drain into the eddies
and the
of whatever falls.
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The year’s last husks, crumpled notes
fall, not fast enough to be a snow.
Jury cards, summons. Transcript fragments.
Tung leaves between the live oaks
and cypresses where a chrysalis hangs
like a comma, skin beneath the nail.
But you are asked to keep secret
these proceedings. This you should
sacredly keep. Let the
tongue its pearls, its ropes, what reflections
cast upon it. May this be the end.
Newspapers heron in the reeds,
pearlescent in the half-light until the year
has turned. You are asked to keep this.
The last envelopes open slowly.
Caterpillars cut fingerprints in the leaves.
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